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The survey of Elm Springs, like so
many other caves, was a labor of both love
hate. The cave is one of the more interes· ing and complex caves in Bexar County. Thi:-teen survey trips, bad air and bad luck
dampened the enthusiasm for the project.
However, after a cave rescue, damaged survey gear, losing survey points, losing
lights, a near rescue, 100 manhours and mal!)
other uncounted heartaches, the survey was
finished and the closure was pretty good.
The cave has been known of for many
years. It was first called Stapelton Rand
Cave #1; then as a joke, Heubner Road Cave .
The humor was that it is not any place nea1
Heubner Road. From these old reports, it
appears that most people knew of only half
of the cave. When they climbed down into
the entrance, the large obvious passage to
the big pit was taken. Only in later reports did cavers check a seemingly dead enc
crawl, only to find it led to a series of
pits. It was also in these reports that tr t
hole was first referred to as Elm Springs
Cave.
The cave sits in the middle of a creekbed and floods severely. A general descrip
tion of the cave is to call it a series of
dome pits, connected by a little bit of hor izontal passage. This development is all
primarily along a strong joint. Studies
need to be done on its geology. A lay cave ·
.such as myself can spot nine definite and
drastic changes in lithology.
Elm Springs is also lacking in biolog ical studies. As a flood cave, it has many
passages and ledges which serve to hold ancl
collect compost. These compost piles are
crawling with creeping creatures. The wat er
crawl at the cave's bottom also has an unidentified species of troglobitic salamander.
The future of exploration here will be
confined to specialties, meaning that special equipment will be needed. Small sledge
hammers and chisels to enlarge some passage:
will be necessary. Also, scaling poles for
the high leads will be required (weak, unstable walls prevent one from using bolts i n
most places). The entrance, however, is too
small for most poles. The most promising
lead is the water crawl. It is said that

CONT. ON PAGE 12
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The Brinco Rescue
by Gi II Ediger

(Extracted from a report in the AMCS Activities Newsletter--by the author.)

At 3 p.m. Lloyd and Smith left for
the surface to prepare for a rescue.
Passing through over a kilometer of cave,
they exited via the Brinco entrance, unaware of the location of a new entrance,
Entrada de Vapor, less than 100 metersfrom
the Argonaut, in Tin Can Alley.

At 11 a.m. on Friday, 1 December 1978,
Chris Kerr (Tennessee), Hal Lloyd (Texas/
Arizona), Jim Smith (Georgia) and Steve Zeman (Texas) entered Curva del Brinco with
intentions of exploring upper leads in the
Valhalla section of the 884-meter deep system. They traversed the Historic Section,
ascended the Chute, bypassed the Laguna
Verde Cutoff, climbed up to the Helictite
Room and then made their way up the wet and
arduous Tin Can Alley through several tight
squeezes, including the Argonaut Crawl on
the far side of which begins Valhalla.

At the fieldhouse in Conrado Castillo ,
Smith, who speaks little Spanish, scratched
out a basic rescue message in both Spanish
and English and gave it to Antonio Ledezma ,
a local resident and friend of the cavers .
Antonio got into his logging truck and began a 6 to 8-hour drive to Ciudad Victoria.
where he could call Austin, Texas. Lloyd
and Smith gathered splints, sheets to bind
the splints, a pack frame, food, stove,
water, warm clothes, sleeping bags and wha t
mild pain relievers were on hand in the
first aid kit. They left notes on the
fieldhouse door, reentered the cave via the
Brinco entrance and returned to the accident site, leaving some of the gear at the
Dressing Room until it was known were it
would be needed. Operations were begun immediately to move Kerr as far out of the
cave as possible. By 3 a.m. they had only
moved him to the top of the drop down which
he had fallen.

Just past Argonaut Crawl the floor of
Valhalla is covered with breakdown. After
about 40 meters the floor drops sharply
down an unclimbable slope covered with unstable, muddy breakdown. The first exploration and mapping crew searched for an
alternate route which they found in an unlikely looking breakdown fissure some 10
meters from the Argonaut. The four explorers passed by this unassuming fissure and
continued down the more obvious main passage, 4 meters high and 6 to 8 meters wide.
At approximately 2 p.m., Kerr, who was in
the lead, approached the edge of thedropoff
and fell. "I just lost my footing and fell."
The others heard his scream--a scream that
any caver who has ever experienced a fall
will recognize instinctly. The scream
changed to one of agony and they knew he had
hit. "I was in terrible pain," Kerr told
reporters later. The others rushed to the
edge of the dropoff, talked to Kerr and determined from him that he had hurt his
ankle. They began to look for an alternate
route to the bottom. After a long 10 minutes they found it and were beside him on
the pit floor. It was rapidly diagnosed
that Kerr had a broken left femur, an ankle
injury and possible broken ribs on hisright
side. His hardhat and battery pack lay
crushed nearby. They made him as comfortable as possible considering only one Emergency Blanket could be produced among the
four of them. It was wrapped around Kerr
and carbide lamps were placed under it to
keep him warm.

It was also about 3 a.m. when Antonio
pulled into Victoria only to find the telephone office closed for the night--not to
open until 7 a.m. He tried various alternatives, but finally settled on waiting for
the start of business.
The ordeal of movement up the drop resulted in much pain to Kerr. The net gain
of only 15 or so meters required 7 hours
and fairly exhausted the crew. It was decided to bivouac there on some flat breakdown slabs while they rested for another
try and hoped for help from the States.
Zeman and Lloyd made a 4-hour round
trip to the Dressing Room to recover the
gear they had stashed there. Kerr was made
comfortable by insulating him with wet suitl
and placement in a sleeping bag. Zeman and
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Lloyd left the cave while Smith prepared
hot food for Kerr and himself. The latter
two then slept.

by the doctor. Art decided that Kerr should
get some sleep and rest before being carried
down the mountain in the morning.

About the same time, Antonio was getting through to Bill Stone in Austin. The
rescue message Stone received was roughly
translated, "There has been an accident in
Brinco. A man fell 1 kilometer inside the
cave at 5 p.m. Friday and the situation is
very serious." Bill asked who had falled
and Antonio evidently misunderstood the
question and answered "Jaime," who was actually the person who had given him the
message. Jim (Jaime) Smith was thenceforth
assumed to be the victim, though that assumption was always followed by "but we are
not sure."

Kerr was loaded into one of the McAllen trucks at 10:30 a.m. Monday and
after a hassle-free border crossing, arrived at the McAllen General Hospital
Emergency Room at midnight. He went to
surgery the next day to have his broken
bone pinned and was released a week later
with instructions not to cave for a while.
The rescue, a. tremendous success,
was aided by several important factors.
The most important was undoubtedly the
caliber of the Association for Mexican
Cave Studies (AMCS) and other cavers who
conducted the extraction. There were no
leaders; no one was in charge. The noticeable absence of persons with the rescue squad ethic aided greatly as we had no
publicity-seeking glory hounds barking
orders. Everyone moved to the job athand
and did it smoothly and efficiently. All
are to be commended. The effort was further aided by the proximity of the Vapor
entrance, a lucky occurrence we cannot
count on in the event of future accidents.
Rescues from most parts of the system approach the impossible. We need no more
accidents. Kerr's ability to aid the effort was also an immense help.

Phone calls were made and people geared
up in Austin and McAllen. By midnight Saturday, the two trucks from the Rio Grande
Valley and one from Austin flown to Victoria on an Air Force Cl30, were at Conrado
Castillo. Zeman and Smith had exited the
cave at noon and were found sleeping in the
fieldhouse. They reported that things were
comfortable and quite at the bivouac site.
The decision was made to get some rest before beginning a concerted rescue effort in
the morning. An advance crew dispatched itself to reconnoiter the Entrada de Vapor
passage as a possible rescue route and to
check on the present condition of the cave.
They soon returned with an optimistic report.

The rescue was marred by three main
things: destroying parts of the cave to
effect the extraction, the publicity generated on both sides of the border drew
unnecessary attention to cavers and may
have far-reaching negative effects and the
unfortunate rescue squad ethic which permeated newspaper accounts with false reports and the egotistic bullshit that
infects the minds of many, not all, selfenvisioned rescue squad heroes.

Early the next morning a medical team
entered the Vapor entrance. It consisted in
part of Art Centeno, a fourth-year student
from San Antonio and Tracy Johnson, a nurse
from Austin. Other teams went in to enlarge
passage. The Vapor access section consisted
of very tight irregular crawlways and required about 90 percent of all effort expended during the rescue to make access
acceptably passable.

In addition to the four cavers present
when the accident occurred, personnel who
assisted in the rescue ·included Jerry Atkinson, Gill Ediger, Tracy Johnson, Mark Minton,
Terry Sayther, Bill Steele, Bill Stone and
Terri Treacy from Austin plus Art Centeno,
Steve Copold, Bill Elliott, Jon Jinks, John
Kreidler, Nick Morales and Kyle Reidlandfrom
various towns in the Rio Grande Valley.
Stretchers and medical supplies were also
supplied by Terry Jones and Chuck Stuehm of
San Antonio.

At 8 a.m. the move was begun with six
people carrying Kerr who was strapped to a
Robertson litter--a truely fine rescue device. In parts of the difficult passage,
only two people could handle the litter at
times, and in places a rope was rigged to
haul it along while others guided it. In
several tight places Kerr was obliged to
get off the litter and pull himself along;
one stretch alone was some 15 meters long.
At 2 a.m. he was lifted in a Stokes litter
up t he 8-meter entrance pit and carried to
the fieldhouse where he was given acheckup

To everyone goes a word of thanks.
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Date:

6 August 1978

Cave:

Madla's Cave and Kamikaze Cricket
Cave, Bexar County, Texas

Personnel:

Date:

2-3 September 1978

Cave:

Langtry Lead, Caverns of Sonora, Texas

Reported By:
Personnel:

Reported By:

Susan Alvis, Mike Brown, John
Cross, Steve Damon, Nita Harris,
Jodell Smith, George Veni and
Randy Waters
John Cross

We left San Antonio very early Saturday
and drove to the Billings Ranch with one
quick stop at the Pecos River Bridge for
breakfast and to sort out our gear. We entered the cave about 10:30 a.m. and explored
some crawls in the Big Room before tackling
the crawlway to the Hall of Unicorns. When
all had made it through, we rested and
rigged the pit with 230 feet of Bluewater II.
On a previous trip, the same rope left us 50
feet short of the bottom at the last pit because about 60 feet of the rope was used to
tie off due to the lack of good anchor
points. This trip, we brought an extra 70
feet of rope exclusively for rigging and
reached the bottom with about 10 feet to
spare. After poking around and resting up,
we began the long and tiring climb out of
the cave. Needless to say, we were all
burned out by the time we reached the surface around 11 p.m. that night. We drove
to Lake Amistad, hitting a few icehouses
on the way, and crashed on the shore. The
next morning, being a little pressed for
time, we blew off plans to dive into the
World's Deepest Pothole and instead, decided to swim in Amistad and dive down to
some of the caves at Diablo East, but a
leaking pressure gauge hose cut our dive
short. We then went to the Caverns of Sonora and toured this fantastic cave on the
23d anniversary of the discovery of the
incredible second half of the Caverns. We
left around 6 p.m. and drove, happily but
tired, back to San Antonio.

Don Bowman, John Cross, Steve
Damon, Nita Harris, Loretta
Lange, George Veni and Randy
Waters
George Veni

We met at about 9:30 a.m. and headed
for the hills of Helotes. Once we secured
permission from Mrs. Madla, we entered the
cave. At the main room, everyone went
their separate ways. Don stayed and took
pictures. John, Steve and Randy checked
the upper breakdown levels of the south
wall, while Nita and I searched for leads
in the breakdown below. Using the 1962 ma~
as a guide, we found the lower breakdown
passage · extended 15 meters beyond the
measurement on the map. Backtracking 10
meters, I saw a small hole 3 meters up in
the corner of wall and ceiling. A 10meter crawl led into a new room whose dimensions measured 20 meters wide by 30
meters long with a 3-meter ceiling height .
Formations covered one of the walls and a
10-meter deep pit was in the room's northwest corner. However, the room was not
virgin. Some graffiti and trash were present. More unmapped passages were found
while leaving the cave, but nothing as
significant as the new room. After report·ing our discoveries to Mrs. Madla, we left
the ranch to check a lead on a 30-meter pit.
The cave was located with unusual ease, but
the information concerning the cave's dimensions was inaccurate. The pit was measured
to be a chimneyable 6 meters. The cave is
formed along two enlarged joints and is
similar to Helotes Hilltop Cave, which is
on another hill about one mile away. The
cave was named Kamikaze Cricket Cave because
of the suicidal manner in which the crickets,
withoutprovocation, would fly off the walls
and smash themselves on one's body. It is
· _common for them to jump around, but these
crickets went out of their way to get
plastered on your body. The close company
they kept with a large toad, who was observed · to have a constant mouthful! of crick·
ets, also characterizes the name of the cave.
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Robber Baron
In late December of 1976, the San Antonio Grotto (SAG) decided to learn the art
of surveying and at the same time alsobegan
our work on the Bexar County Survey. Itwas
decided to make Robber Baron Cave the first
cave in our survey.
Located on a lot in the middle of a
nice residential area in north San Antonio,
the cave became a playground for the local
children. The entrance is a large almost
circular sinkhole, 12 meters (39 feet) in
diameter with the entrance crawl located
9.5 meters (31 feet) from the rim. There
you encounter a belly crawl, which is one"of
the tightest spots in the cave. Emergence
from the crawl is into the main cave level
which is entirely within Austin Chalk. Most
of the cave passage is horizontal, being
1,336 meters (4,071 feet) long with a vertical relief of only 16.8 meters (55 feet).
Robber Baron, horizontally, is the
most complex cave in Bexar County, as well
as being the longest cave to date. There
are 42 joint passages; 84 percent being
walking/stooping and averaging 1 to 2meters
wide. Within these passages, you have a
choice of 96 intersections with over 316
different ways to go. Due to this type of
system, it would take dozens of pages to
fully describe the cave. This information
is being saved for the book on Robber Baron
which SAG is publishing at a later date.
Throughout most of the cave, the walls
are covered with graffiti, such as exit arrows and names. There are also old string
lines on the passage floors. Much trash is
also present, the oldest dating back to the
"Teens."
Formation wise, the cave has a few
dozen l-inch stalagtites, but mostly
there is much flowstone found throughout
the passages and popcorn covers the walls
and ceiling. Biologically speaking, the
life cycle seems to be at a low ebb. The
few ponds of water are not fit for human
consumption and seem to have been used as
bathrooms by local neighborhood children.
The entire cave system is either covered by
houses or main roads and these in turn are
polluting most of the water entering the

C~e
by R4NDY WATERS
cave. Very little life is present. Some
cave crickets, a few millipedes and a rat,
which we named Mickey, were observed. A
full biological analysis is yet to be
completed.
During the Robber Baron project, SAG
members did extensive research into the
cave's history. We located and interviewed
people who had either owned or visited the
cave. We contacted dozens of people who
had many stories to tell and several remembered a river which to date is still
lost.
The U.S. Government originally owned
the cave when they bought a large amount of
land in north San Antonio. In 1918, Arthur
Harp bought the cave and some of the surrounding land. The cave's name was originally Crystal Cave, but Mr. Harp changed
its name to Robber Baron Cave. In 1926,
Robber Baron was opened to the public.
There were two entrances--one a drop-in and
the other a slither-in. The main entrance
was dug open and an iron gate installed,
while the second entrance was sealed. At
that time, admission was 50¢. The cavecontained 300 feet of lighted passage, however
some main passages were blasted shut so that
nobody would wander off and become lost.
Mr. Harp advertised the cave through abooklet and also painted pictures of the cave
on the sides. of his truck. In 1927, steps
were installed at the entrance sink,whereas
before the steps were available, a ladder/
cable type device was used to gain admittance into the cave. A park-like area was
located around the entrance during the commercial years. Besides a hotdog stand and
beverages being available, people had a
choice of a merry-go-round, playground
picnic area, croquet, and the like. Itwas
reported that during the commercial years,
300,000 people visited the cave.
In 1933, the cave was closed off
due to lack of interest from the general
public. In 1934, the commercial hardware
was removed from the site. During 1935,
William Gray did a partial sketch map showing roughly 2,500 feet of passage. Then in
the 1940's, the entrance was filled in with
trash and gravel by the owner due to legal
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Robber Baron Cave
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matters. In May 1950, Leland Busby purchased approximately 45 acres, which included Robber Baron Cave. The parcel of
land containing the cave cost approximately
$100.
Later, rain washed open the entrance,
whereupon members of the St. Mary's Speleological Society explored the cave. Since
then Mr. Busby has sealed the entrance, but
the children dug it open. Rains opened and
closed the entrance several times, until
Orion Knox and the Alamo Grotto opened it
again in 1961. In 1962, members of the University of Texas Speleological Society (UTSS)
did a partial survey of about 1,800 feet.
The entrance has since been closed and opened
a number of times.
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In 1969, Roger Bartholomew, Wayne Russell and other members of the original SAG
did a complete survey of Robber Baron, but
unfortunately the map had little detail.
Members of the present SAG dug open the entrance in 1976, field checked the 1969 map
and found and dug into over 300 feet of unsurveyed passage. Then, on 17 December
1976, the SAG remapped Robber Baron with the
main purpose being to include as much detail
as possible.
In closing this report, the members of
the SAG would like to take this opportunity
to once again thank Mr. Busby, the owner,
for his kindness and cooperation in allowing us to work in his very fine cave.

report: THE NOVA LIGHT ...
Since the original cave explorers, who
used torches to light their way, cavers have
been searching for the perfect lighting arrangement. Some of the factors contributing toward this perfection are bright long
lasting lights which are waterproof and rugged and reliable. Although carbide lights
are the traditional light source, in order
to achieve the goal of an ultimate light,
we must turn to the electrical system.
TheNova Light, made by Cavelights, has
been developed to strive towards the concept of an ideal light. It has been advertised as being the "brightest cap lamp
Jn today's market ••• unaffected by wind,
water or mud; even operates submerged." It
is also claimed as a long lasting, rugged,
rechargeable system. Being a fairly new
product on the caving market, it has not
been time tested in order to support or refute these claims. I will try to explore
the advantages and disadvantages which I
have discovered in this system while using
my own Nova Light.
The first and most noticeable feature
of the Nova Light is its very bright light
of up to 10 candlepower, with a rheostat to
control the intensity. The advantages are
quite obvious and range from helping others
with failing lights to sitting at the bottom of the Devifs Sinkhole at night, giving
those on the surface a fantastic light
show. For those who prefer a softer more
diffuse light, a honeycomb lens comes with
the system. Bulbs of different amperage
and current can also be used to vary light
intensity. Emergency bulbs are available
to give minimal, yet usable light, that can
last up to and over 60 hours. When I first
received the light, two bulbs burned out
almost immediately, but my third bulb has
lasted for almost 1 year. I can only explain this as a bulb defect. These bulbs
are not like those in flashlights, which
are immobilized in a set position. Rather,
they are more like a house light which you
screw into place. This can occasionally
cause the light to go out when the bulb
loosens itself from its socket. It is however, easy to correct by removing the lens
of the lamp and retightening the bulb. I
have found that a piece of tape around the
base of the bulb will eliminate the problem
entirely.

GeorgeVeni

To vary the light intensity, a rheostat is mounted on the battery unit. The
major, practical advantage is in surveying.
The chainman has a strong; easily identifiable station light. When sketching, the
light can be turned up briefly to see the
details of even the largest rooms and then
turned down to sketch while the instrument
man takes a reading. It is said that if
someone is using an electric light, they
should not read the instrument. Experimenting with the Nova Light and a Brunton
compass, my findings are that if the light
is more than 4 to 5 inches away from the
instrument, there is no discernable deviation. The rheostat's intensity does not
affect the above value. The rheostat however, is the primary pain in the ass for
this light system. Example: you are
precariously perched above the Bottomless
Pit. Both hands and feet are tenaciously
gripping you to the wall when you bump
the easy-to-turn rheostat in the wrong
direction and thus are plunged into near
total darkness. In tight places, the
rheostat knob, which sits on top of the
light battery, can be accidentally turned,
thus dimming or brightening the light.
In most situations, this problem can be
easy to rectify, but it is most frustrating at times. The rheostat is also
claimed to be waterproof. My caving activities have submerged it many times .
Small trace amounts of rust have developed
on its metal body, but it has not affected
its performance.
I never took a liking to carbide
lamps and therefore spent about $100 a
year on batteries. A rechargeable system has proved very economical in the
longrun. The Nova Light can be purchased with one of two types of batteries, Types A and B. Type A is for
occasional cavers, with 100 full recahrges. It starts at 100 percent
capacity and after 100 recharges, it
will slowly fall to 50 percent capacity
at 150 recharges. The Type B battery
is for the active caver, with 225 full
recharges. It starts at 80 to 90 percent capacity, reaches 100 percent by
the 30th charge and after 225 full recharges, it slowly drops to 50 percent
capacity by the SOOth recharge. If the
batteries are not heavily discharged
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with each use, then 1,000 or more recharges are possible. Life spans for
both batteries are rated at 5 years or
longer. The batteries themselves are
12-volt, 20-hour capacity of 6-ampere
hours, lead acid Gell/Cells. Other than
recharging, they are maintenance free.
Leakage, spilling and the adding of
w~ter is eliminated by using a nonliquid,
gelled electrolyte on thick calcium grids,
sealed in a high impact polystyrene casing.
Total discharge of the battery.does not affect its ability to recharge. The battery's size is advertised as being 6 inches
by 4 inches by 3 inches; once placed in its
carrying pouch, over an inch can be .added
to all of these dimensions. Also, it
weighs only 5 1/2 pounds. This is heavy on
the hand but not noticeable when carried
properly on the hip. The weight is noticed
when wearing it in a crawlway because the
battery tends to fall underneath you. A
sung fitting battery belt will lessen the
slip. The battery of a Wheat Lamp is
preferable in tight situations because
the Gell/Cell is heavier and more than
twice as wide.

Another asset to this lighting system is
its simple construction and easy availability of parts.
In addition to the basic light, a fuse
has been added to the Nova's system. Because of the high current which can be delivered by the battery, the fuse has been
put in to prevent any serious problems with
wire overheating. Occasionally, the fuse
burns out and requires a quick change. I
have changed three fuses in the past year.
It takes less than a minute to pull out
the old fuse and put in the new fuse. A
final addition to the wiring system is a
set of four penlight batteries mounted
comfortablyin the rear of the helmet, where
major bumps to the head seldom occur. An
inch-long toggle switch is at the back of
the helmet. It has three positions--helmet batteries, off and belt battery. This
switch is prone to being accidentally
turned on and off, especially after a hard
day of caving when you toss the helmet into
the car. Other types of switches can become clogged by dirt and mud. So that is
why this type of switch is used.

Any type of cap lamp with a belt battery will have a connecting wire between
the two. If the w1re is kept inside the
clothing, then to remove the unit from the
body to negotiate a difficult passage
would mean partially disrobing. If the
wire is left outside the clothing, it is
subject to much abrasive wear and tear,
as well as constantly getting caught on
anything that gets within reach. This
problem has been solved by putting a plug
and socket at both the neck and waist
level. This allows for wear inside the
the clothing and easy removal of the unit.
The main wire between helmet and battery
can be shortened to suit the height of the
individual. I prefer the wire a bit long.
Even though it might get hung up a bit,
mostly at the waist, the extra length allows me more versatility for the necessary
removal of my helmet in such areas as
crawlways.

The helmet itself is just a construction type hardhat, good for horizontal
caving and short drops, but inadequate for
long vertical pitches. The elastic ·chin
strap is acceptable, but can be improved
upon, especially where it is attached to
the helmet. The thin metal connecting
wires are too flimsy. The Nova lighting
system can be custom mounted by Cavelights
on any other helmet of choice (MSR, British Ultimate, etc.).
Overall, the system is rugged, durable and waterproof. I have often taken
it cave diving (pushing siphons). As long
as I do not go deeper than 10 feet to
avoid excess pressure, I have had no difficulties at all. Mud has never clogged it
and neither has rough treatment affected
its performance.
If a problem occurs, the light's simple construction allows for easy identification and repair. For example: if the
light suddenly goes out, what do you do?
First, you switch to helmet batteries. If
the light is still off, then the problem is
either a loose or burned out bulb. If the
light works on helmet batteries, then the
problem lies in the belt battery. Either a
fuse needs replacing or a wire has disconnected from the terminals. Possibly one of

The wire is connected to the battery via two slip-on terminals which unfortunately become slip-off terminals.
Fortunately, Cavelights have switched to
stainless steel screw terminals to avoid
accidental detachment. For those who already own a standard Gell/Cell, it can be
sent in for conversion at a cost of $5.
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the plugs at the neck or waist level
disconnected. The friction plugs wouldmake
this very unlikely and very noticeable, if
it did occur. The helmet batteries will
give light until repairs are effected. With
a little bit of tape, spare bulbs and fuses
can be stored in the lamp housing.
One of my main concerns with a rechargeable battery is its use on an expedition
type trip.
By using a low amp bulb in camp
and on the long journey to and from the area
of survey and exploration, enough amperage
can be conserved to use a high amp bulb in
the areas where you really need it. With
proper usage of bulbs and current, one Gell/
Cell can last up to 2 1/2 to 3 days. If
more energy is needed, carrying one or two
extra Gell/Cells on an expedition will not
significantly add to the bulk of gear.
The greatest deterrent to buying a Nova
Light is the price. The basic unit runs at
$90 and chargers range from $7.50 to $25.
The deluxe $25 charger is worth the extra
bucks. The price itself is not all that
great if you consider that you might not
have to buy another battery for maybe 5
years. The only cost then is to pay just
$30 for a new battery.
On today's market of lights, I believe
that there is none better. It does have
many flaws and annoyances, which I have mentioned, but its assets outweigh its flaws.
In this report I have tried to be as objective as possible in reporting the performance of the Nova Light, but I must admit a
slight bias because this system has left me
highly impressed. The ultimate light is a
long way off, but finally we have a step in
the right direction.

8/m flJttin?~ ~ave
CONT. FROM PAGE 2
air passage extends for 30 meters beyond
where we ended the survey and the water
still continues after that point. Possibly
in the future plans may be made to dive the
crawl. But, Elm Springs is the deepest
cave in Bexar County and it would be hard
to get a crew together that would be willing to haul the tanks up and down the pits.
Elm Springs is an interesting cave and
well worth the visit. But, it can be a
headache. Watch out for the bad air! Another rescue there would not beappreciated.

CAVE
\VITHOU<i~· ~AME

by

~ttdy

Wate:rs

Over the past decade, Cave Without A ,
Name (Century Caverns) has been the site 1
of extensive mapping and exploration which
was centered in the upstream passage and ·
done by Wayne Russell and others.
The present limit of exploration up-·
stream has lead to a large room with a
25-foot waterfall and another depressing
siphon. Even though the cave continues,
the exploration is slowed down due to the
fact that it is a 15-hour round trip
through several siphons and the ever present. cold water. The technique of proper·
surveying is also quite time-consuming.
Recently, the SAG has been doing sou.e
extensive digging and with good results.
In the northwest section of the commercial
section there is a comfortable crawlway in
the red clay. When first investigated, the
crawlway extended about 60 feet before t he
red clay came within 6 inches of the ceiling, thus stopping progress. Since then, we
have had two digging trips. On the first
trip, two of us dug at the end of the crawl
while at a side lead, two more of us dug
about 45 feet into the crawl. After 4 hour!
of digging, this lead broke into a small
10 by 7 by 9-foot high room, called the
Neely Room, containing a flat red clay
floor and no leads. Seen in this room were
a few dozen helictites up to 6 inches long
and some nice drapery.
On the second digging trip, three of
us concentrated at the end of the crawl.
After 5 hours, we dug the clay down enough
to squeeze through into a 4-foot high passage which dropped down to a crawl after 12
feet. It took 5 minutes to get past this
spot into 3-foot high passage which extended for only 8 feet before the ceiling
again dropped down to within 6 inches of
the ever present red clay floor. Passage
could be seen to continue, but extensive
digging is needed to get past this new
site.
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On Being A Caving Mother.
So you have a son who dreams of discovering fabulous, dazzling caverns deep
within the bowels of the earth? Calm your
fears, take a deep breath and silently pray!
Once cave fever has struck, no known cure is
to be found •••

least generally, and I do know the Cave
Rescue number. However, when the sun goes
down and 8 or 9 p.m. rolls around, I get
uneasy.
This is where the good old imagination
runs wild. It is silly though, because
after all it is perpetual darkness in a
cave whether day or night.

At the age of 15 my son was drawn into
the clutches of Oztotl, and I now find myself fortunate if the yard is mowed every
other month.
And oh--the mess! I almost lost my
washing machine to Oztotl. The gooky, gooey
cave mud can really clog up a machine's innards. You may as well try washing with
cement.
Since I work all week, Saturday is my
so-called cleaning day. After pushing the
vacuum cleaner around for a few hours, I
convince myself the job is acceptable.
Comes dusk and the return of my caver and
his fellow spelunkers, and all of my labors
are for naught. Mud-caked clothes, boots,
equipment--all make a gruesome sight.
Everything is piled out on the porch, but
no matter if boots are supposedly wiped
clean, the cave pebbles and clods of dried
clay and mud drop from the boot cleats with
every step ••• a trail all across the rugs.
In fact, cave pebbles are everywhere, as
you soon realize as you step on them.
Ouch, they hurt!

"Now Mother," you tell yourself, "they
are not amateurs; they have heads on their
shoulders and know the proper techniques of
cave safety." But yes, that does not keep
them from getting stuck, stop collapsing
breakdown or keep rattlesnakes at bay, and
on and on and on.
Just when you are ready to contact Cave
Rescue, a call comes from a distant icehouse
that all are on top of the ground and on the
way in or else here they come, into the
driveway, filthy and tired and pleased with
their accomplishments of the day. And,
Mother breathes her lOOth silent sign of
relief.
All of this will doubtless be repeated
the next weekend, and the next and on into
infinity.
Then will come the hours and hours of
converting uncounted scribbles and figures
to the finished product ••• the drafted map.
Woe unto you if you bump the table at the
wrong instant; move the drafting board with
anything but the utmost caution. And for
Heaven's sake, do not move the compass,
rulers, pens, notes and all such gear. And
do be careful how you roll up the drafting
paper!

Have you ever tried to suck up those
small cave bits and pieces with your vacuum? It just will not work and you have
to do it the hard way--by hand. The worst
was the guano soaked and covered clothes
and equipment. That was a pile of pure
filth I refused to touch, and touch it I
did not. Yuck!

After all the trials and tribulations,
the results are something to be rather
proud of, and who knows, maybe some day my
caver will bring me that gold piece from
that treasure chest hiding away somewhere
in just the next cave!

If you allow your imagination to take
over, you are lost. I tell myself not to
think about my caver when he is out on one
of his exploration/surveying trips. I always know where the cavers will be--at
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" If We 're 4 5 0ft . Deep,
Then W hy Don't The Nativ es Speak Spanish? "
by

Gary Poole

"We were sure that the orchestra must have crept down
into the cave after us, always careful not to alert us
to its presence. Surely what
we had heard were the triumphal strains of Rachmaninoff't>
First Symphony. However, we
had no time to check it out.
We were over 450 feet deep in
a west Texas cave and running
through stream passage."
The above cave is Sorcerer's Cave,
known in the Texas Speleological Survey
publication, Caves of the StocktonPlateau,
as Adams Cave. On 21 October 1978, three
San Antonio cavers surveyed to a depth of
-137 meters (-448 feet) and at that point
encountered a flowing stream passage. You
had better sell your Langtry Lead tie
clasps because there is a new deepest cave
in the state and it is going deeper.
The pre-1963 history of Sorcerer'scan
be found in Caves of the Stockton Plateau.
Following the ill-fated Sul Ross trip in
1962, the cave was closed by the owner, Leo
Adams. Until 1978, the only people exploring the cave were locals. Then, in September of 1978, George Veni decided to try and
obtain access. After some time he found
that the property had changed hands and
upon contracting the new owner, Tommy Hayre,
obtained permission to survey and explore
Sorcerer's Cave.

Then, on 26 November, the projectcame
to a halt. Tommy Harye' s lease ran out and
control of the property devolved to Mr.
E. J, Clay of Houston, Texas. The San An··
tonio Grotto has made contact with Mr. Clay
in an effort to keep the land open for cm·ing. The issue is currently undecided.
Much of the morphology of the cave can
be understood from the map. Up to a depth
of -90 meters, Sorcerer's consists of a
series of pits connected by short horizon-·
tal passage. All these pits measure considerably less than the Sul Ross estimate.
At the 90-meter mark, which was the limit
of exploration by the Sul Ross group, the
charac~er of the cave changes and develop~
into progressively larger horizontal passage. It also becomes much wetter. The
passage forks with one side dead ending
and the other leading through a chimney to
the Sanctum Sanctorum.
The Sanctum Sanctorum is the largest
room in the cave with a floor plan of 52
meters by 37 meters. The ceiling height
ranges from 6 to 18 meters. The room
houses several large stalagmitic formations, a stalactite which may be the longest in Texas and a mother lode of bat
guano. The ceiling is flat and the floor
consists of guano-covered breakdown. The
floor steeply funnels down to a 10-meter
breakdown chimney,some parts of which are
noticeably unstable. Immediately below
this chimney is an 18-meter drop. At the
bottom of this drop is the -137-metermark
as well as the Sirion River.

To date (12/18/78), there have been
three trips to the cave. On 16-17 September 1978, George, Steve Damon and Randy
Waters spent 16 hours surveying down to a
depth of -82 meters. On 21-22 October,
George, Randy and Gary Poole surveyed to
-137 meters and discovered the stream passage. 11-12 November saw George, Gary and
Scott Harden begin the survey of thestream
passage. Based on these three trips, 135
manhours have been spent surveying in Sorcel.er 's Cave.
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The stream begins as a shallow flow
over a silt bed. After about 60 meters of
walking/stooping passage knee-deep in silt ,
one comes to a major stream intersection.
From this point on downstream, there is no
silt. Along the length of the stream there
are several rapids and a couple of small
waterfalls, one of these latter being 2
meters high. The downstream passage has
been explored to a siphon which is an estimated 1,200 meters from the last surveyed pit. There are at least six unchecked
leads off the passage.
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It would seem that the existence of
both guano and water in Sorcerer's would
encourage a diverse biology''· ~uch diversity may exist but few collections and observations have yet been made. However,
troglobitic isopods were collected fromthe
stream and in the upper section of the cave
gnats, mosquitoes, beetles and crickets
were collected. Also, a rather interesting looking whitish-yellow spider and.
pseudoscorpion were spotted in the dry
portion of the cave.
Some observations on the geology of
the cave are pertinent. The Del Rio Formation can be seen about 10 meters above and
on the same hill as the entrance to the
cave. It is no more than 2 meters thick.
The presence of the Del Rio means that Sorcerer's is formed in the Segovia and Fort
Terrett members of the Edwards Limestone.
Lithology changes are particularly evident
at the -79, -91 and -137-meter levelswithin
the cave. On the surface, the creekbed Segovia outcrop displays some peculiar joint
clusters trending diagonally across the
ravine.

Its atypism should make the cave a prime
candidate for geologic, sedimentologic, hydrologic and biologic studies in the state.
However, care must be exercised in pursuing
these studies. The vertical nature of the
cave and the water passage increase the ·
danger of fatigue. Also, the fine dust in
the upper, dry portion of the cave and the
histoplasmosis present 'on the guano can
cause respiratory problems. Current explorers have been using surgical masks in
an effort to avoid what befell the Sul Ross
group. So far they have succeeded.
Sorcerer's is a . fascinating cave. What
it lacks in speleothemic beauty, it makesup
for by being on this side of the Rio Grande.
If access to the cave is secured, it will
probably be on condition of purposeful work.
There is much to be- done in the cave, from
photography to surveying to biology. The
San Antonio Grotto welcomes the assistance
of any caver interested in experiencing Sor·
cerer ' s Cave and in helping on a worthwhile
project.
Contact:

George Veni or Randy Waters

Given acceptable landowner relations,
Sorcerer's Cave has a bright future ahead.
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